Skills Gap or
Confidence Gap?

Why Latin American youth need more than
just technical training
By Leo Martellotto, President of Junior Achievement Americas
and Jeff Hittner, Lead Strategist of the Crossland Group.
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Don’t Leave It to the Experts
While addressing the technical skills gap requires a collaborative effort from a diverse set of stakeholder groupsbusinesses and schools, governments, and international organizations like Junior Achievement—the confidence gap, on
the other hand, is one that can be addressed immediately by everyone in a community.
The following are five simple ways anyone can start playing a role in their communities to address the confidence gap:
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We all have an opportunity to contribute to the growth of our region by
inspiring and empowering our youth.
And it begins with something as
simple as asking a question. By
starting with these five tips for getting
involved today, you’ll be helping to
reshape

the

outcomes

for

tomorrow—not only for the good of
our youth … but for the long-term
prosperity of our region.

